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Introduction to Oxbridge Jiangsu-Zhejiang Alumni Association

Oxbridge Jiangsu-Zhejiang Alumni Association is an official community based in Zhejiang and Jiangsu Province, and authenticated by University of Oxford and University of Cambridge. The Association is initiated by a group of Oxbridge alumni who have abiding passion for their alma mater's culture. Upholding visions of sharing public welfare, serving alumni, focusing on Su-Zhe area and embracing the world, the association aims at facilitating the communication among alumni who are based in or seeking for career development in Jiangsu and Zhejiang area.

The Oxbridge Jiangsu-Zhejiang Alumni Association serves as a platform for collaboration among Oxbridge alumni, university authorities and interested parties, to stimulate an innovative, invigorated, interconnected and inclusive global growth.

500 days since its birth, The Oxbridge Jiangsu-Zhejiang Alumni Association has attracted over 500 alumni of varied matriculation years and from different walks of life, including more than 30 experts of the 1,000 Talents Plan, dozens of Professors from elite Universities such as Peking University and Zhejiang University, as well as many CEOs from celebrated start-ups and senior executives of investment banks. The Association has launched more than 20 online events such as the Voice of Alumni, Alumni Reviews and Alumni Live Shows, as well as 9 offline Alumni Reunions with participants totaled about one thousand.
The event is aiming to help the freshers to have a better overall view of the life in Oxford and Cambridge and to enable them to have a better plan for either their academic goals or career goals. The Oxbridge Jiangsu-Zhejiang Alumni Association will be acting as the representative of Oxford and Cambridge to held the event as a platform for the Chinese student societies in Oxbridge so as to connect them together before they come to study in October and also to make them more prepared not only on the aspect of living but also studying. Therefore, the four main Chinese student societies, namely Cambridge CSSA (Chinese Students & Scholars Association), Oxford CSSA (Oxford Chinese Students & Scholars Association), CUCCS (Cambridge University Chinese Cultural Society) and OUCS (Oxford University Chinese Society) will also be present at the event and take a room in the venue to present.
Venue: Li Jing Mei Lu Hotel

Date: 21th August 2018

Audience: Undergraduates and post graduates

Procedure:

There is a presentation room for the four major Chinese societies to present and each of the societies is given one hour. At the same time, there are two separate rooms for the students who are not attending the presentation to network with each other. There will be a panel discussion ongoing at the same time since the target audience is different and the content which the panel speakers focus on will be different. The theme will be mainly on academic plan and career plan. It meets the vision of Jiangsu-Zhejiang Oxbridge Alumni Network as well which is to connect the resources and enable the members to achieve better goals.

Panel speakers:

2-4 people with half of the people from academic backgrounds and the other half from professional backgrounds.